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President’s Report From the office 
    I would like to say “ Welcome to the Spring edition of 
the TASC magazine” but it sure doesn’t feel like spring 
yet. Everybody is still wrapped up for the cold and get-
ting sick of all this rain. 

    We have a busy few months coming up—gatherings, 
ANZCOS conference, Show Off Day and before you 
know it—it'll be Christmas. 

    TASC is being supported by the Auckland Zombie 
Walk down Queen Street. See more on page 4— it is a 
chance to dress up and go out and have some fun. 

    Also with summer hopefully not to far away, the Reels 
on Wheels fishing trips will be starting up again. This is 
also a good opportunity to get outside and have fun , 
and if lucky, land a fish or two.  

    The unit has been full over the past few months—a 
very busy time for all the OT’s, Physios and all the staff.   
There have been a few additions and changes in the 
Unit—the kitchen dining area is getting new furniture and 
there have also been some changes in the OT area.  

    As always , I would like to add that please call into the 
TASC office anytime. We are always very happy to catch 
up with you and  see if we can help with any issues that 
you might be having or just  have a cuppa and  chat.  

Take care—Anita and Monique 

Life is too short 
Laugh when you can. 

Love the people who treat you right 
And forget about the ones who don’t . 

Apologise when you should. 
And let go of what you can’t change. 

Hi everyone.                                                                                                                                     

For those who don’t know me, I would like start by saying a little 
bit about myself. I came to the ASRU (Auckland Spinal Rehabili-
tation Unit) in 2006 following a motorcycle accident, where I sus-
tained a T12 spinal cord injury. I was introduced to TASC’s Buddy 
System by the late Pam Fergusson. Pam’s positive manner was 
inspirational and I found myself thinking, “If she can do this (so 
cheerfully), then so can I.” I felt comforted to know that there were 
other people who’d experienced injuries similar to my own who 
had then gone on to make  the most of their lives. Thus my inter-
est in the Buddy Organisation grew. I served on the TASC Com-
mittee for a number of years before stepping up to the role of 
President. In my previous life, I had spent 35 years in the NZ Fire 
Service, working mainly in the fire safety area. Since my injury I 
have been studying part-time at MIT and am now completing a 
counselling degree, with the intention of working with people in 
the disability community, and with the elderly.  

Spring has sprung and we are back into the gardening season 
again - the community garden has been fortunate to receive 20 
bags of top soil donated by Living Earth to rejuvenate the soil in 
the raised garden beds. Thank you Derek for organising this de-
livery. There are still some plots available; and for someone with 
a bit more time on their hands the role of garden volunteer is also 
still up for grabs... 

The Governance Committee overseeing the implementation of 
the NZ Spinal Cord Impairment Action Plan recently met in Wel-
lington. I represent SCI clients on this committee. The Action Plan 
is focused on providing the best possible health and wellbeing 
outcomes for people with SCI, enhancing quality of life and ability 
to participate in society. Updates on progress will be supplied 
when available.  

Please remember the TASC AGM on Saturday 6th December at 
11 am, to be held at the ASRU. Till next time - Regards Gavin P                                                                                                                       

2014 Show Off Day  
 Saturday 8th November 

Don’t forget to enter into the  
Robert McIsaac Memorial Photo 

Competition 
Bruce Hopkins Art Awards 

Para Wheelchair Obstacle Course  
Good cash prizes to be won                                                                         

Contact the TASC office for  details and categories  

Don’t forget that the 
TASC office can arrange 

the Total Mobility 1/2 
Price Taxi Cards for you. 

Plus call the office if you 
would like to attend the 
Tuesday Art Classes.– 
Come and learn  some-
thing new and enjoyable 

Check out the TASC Fa-
cebook page to see what 
the weekly Back on Track 

subject will be .Held at 
the Unit  every 2nd 

Thursday afternoon - all 
welcome. 
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WHAT IS AUTONOMIC 
DYSREFLEXIA? 

 
Autonomic dysreflexia (AD), also known as hy-
per reflexia, refers to an over-active Autonomic 
Nervous System, which causes an abrupt onset 
of excessively high blood pressure. Persons at 
risk for this problem generally have injury levels 
above T-5. AD can develop suddenly and is 
potentially life threatening and is considered a 
medical emergency. If not treated promptly and 
correctly, it may lead to seizures, stroke, and 
even death. 
AD occurs when an irritating stimulus is intro-
duced to the body below the level of spinal cord 
injury, such as an overfull bladder. The stimulus 
sends nerve impulses to the spinal cord, where 
they travel upward until they are blocked by the 
lesion at the level of injury. Since the impulses 
cannot reach the brain, a reflex is activated that 
increases activity of the sympathetic portion of 
autonomic nervous system. This results in 
spasms and a narrowing of the blood vessels, 
which causes a rise in the blood pressure. 
 
Signs & Symptoms 
 Pounding headache (caused by the eleva-

tion in blood pressure) 
 Goose Pimples 
 Sweating above the level of injury 
 Nasal Congestion 
 Slow Pulse 
 Blotching of the Skin 
 Restlessness 
 Hypertension (blood pressure greater than 

200/100) 
 Flushed (reddened) face 
 Red blotches on the skin above level of spi-

nal injury 
 Sweating above level of spinal injury 
 Nausea 
 Slow pulse (< 60 beats per minute) 
 Cold, clammy skin below level of spinal inju-

ry 
 
Avoiding Autonomic Dysreflexia 
 Apply frequent pressure relief in bed/chair 
 Avoid sun burn/scalds 
 Maintain a regular bowel program 
 Well balanced diet and adequate fluid intake 
 Compliance with medications 
 
If you have an indwelling catheter, keep the 
tubing free of kinks, keep the drainage bags 
empty, check daily for grits (deposits) inside of 
the catheter 
If you are on an intermittent catheterization pro-
gram, catheterize yourself as often as necessary 
to prevent overfilling. 

Carry an intermittent catheter kit when you are 
away from home. 
Perform routine skin assessments 
 
Causes of Autonomic Dysreflexia 
There can be many stimuli that cause AD. Any-
thing that would have been painful, uncomforta-
ble or physically irritating before the injury may 
cause AD after the injury. The most common 
cause seems to be overfilling of the bladder. 
This could be due to a blockage in the urinary 
drainage device, bladder infection (cystitis), 
inadequate bladder emptying, bladder spasms, 
or possibly stones in the bladder. 
 
Stimuli That Cause AD 
 Bladder (most common) 
 Urinary tract infection 
 Urinary retention 
 Blocked catheter 
 Overfilled collection bag 
 Non-compliance with intermittent catheteri-

zation program 
 Bowel 
 Constipation / impaction 
 Distention during bowel program (digital 

stimulation) 
 Haemorrhoids or anal fissures 
 Infection or irritation (e.g. appendicitis) 
 Skin-related disorders 
 Any direct irritant below the level of injury 
 Pressure sores 
 Ingrown toenails 
 Burns 
 Tight or restrictive clothing or pressure to 

skin from sitting on wrinkled clothing 
 Sexual Activity 
 Over stimulation during sexual activity 

(stimuli to the pelvic region which would 
ordinarily be painful if sensation were pre-
sent) 

 Menstrual cramps 
 Labour and delivery 
 Acute abdominal conditions (gastric ulcer, 

colitis, peritonitis) 
 Skeletal fractures 
 Sitting on one's scrotum 
 
Treating Autonomic Dysreflexia 
Treatment must be initiated quickly to prevent 
complications. First, remain in a sitting position, 
but do apply pressure release immediately. You 
may transfer yourself to bed, but always keep 
your head elevated. Since a full bladder is the 
most common cause, check the urinary drainage 
system. If you have a Foley or suprapubic cathe-
ter, check the following: 
 Is your drainage full? 
 Is there a kink in the tubing? 
 Is the drainage bag at a higher level than 

your bladder? 
 Is the catheter plugged? 
After correcting an obvious problem, and if your 
catheter is not draining within 2-3 minutes, your 
catheter must be changed immediately. If you do 
not have a Foley or suprapubic catheter, per-
form a catheterization and empty your bladder. If 
your bladder has not triggered the episode of 
AD, the cause may be your bowel. Perform a 
digital stimulation and empty your bowel. If you 
are performing a digital stimulation when the 
symptoms first appear, stop the procedure and 
resume after the symptoms subside. 
 
If the suspected cause is the… 
Bladder: Check catheter – remove kinks if 
found, empty urinary collection bag, irrigate 
catheter. If catheter is not draining, replace it 
immediately. If an intermittent catheterization 
program is in place, a straight catheterization 
should be performed immediately with slow 
drainage to prevent bladder spasms. 
Bowel: If episode happens during digital stimu-
lation, stop stimulation until symptoms and signs 
subside. Consider use of a prescribed anaes-
thetic ointment to suppress the noxious stimulus. 
If the issue is impacted stool, disimpact. If it 
occurs while doing a bowel program in bed, try 
commode-based bowel evacuation. Consider 
use of abdominal massage instead of digital 
stimulation. 
Skin: Loosen clothing. Check for source of po-
tential offending stimulus – check for pressure 
sores including the soles and heels of the feet, 
toenail problems. 
 
If your bladder or bowel are not the cause, 
check to see if: 
 You have a pressure sore, 
 You have an ingrown toenail, or 
 You have a fractured bone. 
Identify and remove the offending stimulus 
whenever possible. Often, this alone is success-
ful in allowing the syndrome to subside without 
need for pharmacological intervention. If symp-
toms persist despite interventions such as the 
foregoing, notify a physician. It is also good for 
the person with the symptoms to be sitting up 
with frequent blood pressure checks until the 
episode has resolved. 
 
Important Reminder 
If you are unable to find the stimulus causing 
AD, or your attempts to receive the stimulus fail, 
you need to obtain emergency medical treat-
ment. Since all physicians are not familiar with 
AD and its treatment, you should carry a card 
that describes the condition and the treatment 
required or keep this section on a file and in-
struct your caregiver to show this to the doctor.  
 
Source: www.spinalcord.org 

From The Medicine Cabinet 
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“Show o�”

Saturday 1st November  Leaving Aotea Square at 12.30pm
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Richards chair ad  

As part of the ACC Seriously injured Advisory group 
(SIAG) we have engaged with ACC regarding a project 
reviewing ACC’s Pain Management services. We are ask-
ing that you consider your experience with ACC Pain Man-
agement Services and give examples to provide evidence 
under the four problem areas defined by ACC (outlined 
below), as well as any other relevant examples you have 
outside of these.  

·        Problem Area 1: Pain Management service delivery 
is fragmented which can result in poor client experience 

 ·        Problem Area 2: Clients lack understanding of the 
services and expected outcomes 

 ·        Problem Area 3: Clients have limited opportunity 
within existing services 

 ·        Problem Area 4: ACC’s ability to support the health 
sector is limited 

 ·        Any other examples of issues that don’t come under 
these problem areas 

  Please email or ring the TASC office with any problems 
you have had about pain management.  Your feedback 
will be confidential and ACC will not be given your 
name.  You have until the 23 of October to have your say 
about pain management. 

 Pain and its Management  

For those of you who have been through the 
ASRU, you would have seen or been nursed by 

Ron Crighton. 

Ron, an enrolled nurse, has been part of the furni-
ture at the Spinal Unit for a long time. Actually  30 
years in November. 

A  very impressive accomplishment  Ron. You 
would have nursed many patients and have seen 
many changes during your time at the Unit. 

We enjoy your unique sense of humour, commit-
ment to your job and hope to have you around for 
many more years. 

Gotcha  

With the EzyRecliner, you can simply transfer yourself to a comfortable seat, 
sit back and relax in your own home. By modifying either arm with a hidden  
hinge and a bespoke aluminium locating sleeve, it allows the arm to be simply  
lifted out of the way when transferring. Using the motorised lift function of the 
chair, it is raised to a comfortable height so a normal slide-board transfer is 
possible. Once seated, the arm is simply lowered back into place. The power 
function of the chair allows a full range of seating positions from upright to 
full recline. Chairs may be ordered in a full colour range of fabrics and leather.

If you are interested in this unique and innovative product, 
please email info@adaptz.co.nz for further details.  

www.adaptz.co.nz

rd
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Things are hotting up at Attitude HQ, 
It’s that time of year when we get 
ready to celebrate the awesome suc-
cess and achievements of Kiwis who 
just happen to have s disability.  

The 2014 Attitude Awards are held 
on December 3rd, World Disability 
day.  It’s hard to believe that this is 
the seventh year the Attitude Awards 
have been staged.  And every year it 
grows in popularity and size.  Last 
year over six hundred guests attend-
ed the glamorous event and early 
ticket sales indicate that will be 
topped this year. 

Apart from the night itself one of my 
favourite parts of the process is when 
the judges deliver the names of the 
finalists and we start researching to 
find out more about them and what 
makes them tick.  This is in prepara-
tion for the short film we make about 
each of the finalists that is screened a 
month before the awards themselves. 

It’s not easy, many of the finalists are 
doing so much that it is hard to fit it all 
in to the short films.  Take Brendan 
Tourelle for example. Brendan is a 
finalist in the ‘Making A Difference 
Award’ and it’s not hard to see why.  
In 1999 life changed for Brendan 
when he fell off a ladder whilst work-
ing as a commercial painter. The ac-
cident resulted in a broken back and 

a life-long need for a wheelchair.  

Not long after that Brendan tried sail-
ing at Sailability.  Sailability at Auck-
land’s Westhaven Marina provides 
opportunities for children and adults 
with disabilities to learn to sail, or just 
to experience being in control of a 
sailing boat. 

Brendan was hooked immediately. 

“When you get out onto the water 
there’s no barriers to you all you’ve 
got is the wide open ocean - you can 
do anything.” 

It was a desire to improve the equip-
ment and achieve greater accessibil-
ity that prompted Brendan to become 
a committee member. Now as chair-
man, he’s proud to have seen the 
Sailability programme grow from 12 
sailors to 60 and from 8 boats to 23. 

Brendan has also seen his own sail-
ing go from strength to strength – 
he’s won two national championship 
titles in the Liberty class and holds 
the current SKUD 18 Auckland title. 

Brendan is also the vice president of 
TASC.  Each week Brendan teaches 
people with brain and spinal injuries 
at the sailing simulator at the Otara 
Spinal Unit to introduce new and past 
patients sailing in a safe environment. 
For many of these people it becomes 

important part of their rehabilitation. 
Brendan also attends regular art 
class at TASC and encourages peo-
ple attending.  

Brendan is philosophical when it 
comes to his contribution to the com-
munity. “People giving back to others 
is what makes the world goes round.”  

Brendan will find out if he has won his 
category on the big night but before 
that you have an opportunity to vote 
for him and all the other amazing fi-
nalists n the People’s Choice Award 

One month before the awards them-
selves, November 4th, you can go to 
our web platform attitudelive.com and 
watch the short films about each of 
the finalists and vote for your favour-
ite.  The voting closes on the day of 
the Awards and the winner is an-
nounced on the night.  This is just the 
second year that we have run the 
People’s Choice Award and it was 
extremely popular.  Last year Gary 
Endacott from Christchurch, romped 
home with over 3,000 votes! 

 I hope to see many of you at the Atti-
tude Awards this year but if you can’t 
make it there will be an hour long 
special on Sunday 7th December at 
8.30 am, TV One.  You can follow all 
the build up on www.attitudelive.com 

 

Attitude Awards with Tanya Black our Roving Reporter  

Outward Bound has a course,            
called Activate, for physical disabled 
adults coming up later this year run-
ning from 5 – 12 November 2014.                                         
Activate is an 8 day course for people aged 18+ 
who have a physical disability, including those 
who use crutches, walkers and manual wheel-
chairs. It’s an awesome opportunity to get out-
doors and try things like sailing, rafting, high 
ropes and camping, all in a safe and supportive 
environment. You can check out the Activate 
page on our website for more information @ 
www.outwardbound.co.nz/activate 

TASC has a Facebook page . It as a closed page so 
that you can feel free to discuss any issues .Check 
us out  and  request to be our friend and we will add 
you. Interesting stories and  ideas to learn from.  

——————————————————————— 
Interested  in power chair bodybuilding. Check out 
NZWBBF on Facebook 

www.paraloan.org.nz  -  provides financial assis-
tance for people with physical disabilities 

Facebook & Websites 



TA iQ sets the New Standard
The new TA iQ power chairs are designed to improve your outdoor drive comfort and access, while 
providing you with superior functionality indoors. 

So why is the TA iQ unique?

Indoors: The TA iQ has the lowest floor to seat height of only 38cm/15”, lower than any other power chair. 
This allows you to easily sit at a desk or table, and improves your visibility and floor to ceiling height in a 
vehicle. Every TA iQ has the standard specification lift/elevation function of 30 cm (38-68 cm), allowing you to 
reach higher cupboards, benches, and basins. With a very small turning radius of only 45 cm, the TA iQ MWD 
can spin easily in tight spaces. 

Outdoors: The suspension on front and rear is very soft, providing a smoother ride when travelling over bumps 
and kerbs. The unique suspension design allows the TA iQ to climb over larger obstacles.

Performance: The TA iQ is one of the fastest powerchairs with a top speed of 12.5km/h which it will reach in 
3 seconds. With larger batteries as standard it also has an optimum range of 40km, so you will travel further, 
faster.

Designed and manufactured in Denmark with quality European motors, actuators and controllers. Crash safety 
tested and approved in Denmark in accordance with international standards ISO 10542-5 and 7176-19 (2008). 
Available in mid wheel drive (MWD), rear wheel drive (RWD) and front wheel drive (FWD) configurations.

So if you are evaluating a new power chair you have to try the TA iQ for yourself. You can ask for a 
demonstration to purchase direct, or ask your therapist to arrange a MOH or ACC trial, then you decide.

Seat height:
Only 38cm/15”

Suspension:
More comfortable

Higher: 
30 cm elevation

Faster and Further: 
12.5 km/h, 40km 

Safer:
Crash test approved

0800 238 423 advice@mortonperry.co.nzwww.mortonperry.co.nz
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Colorplast ad  

This is a small insight to what it feels 
like to have a spinal cord injury.  A 
spinal cord injury however is not just 
paralysis, there are a number of other 
health consequences such as: respir-
atory problems, cardiovascular com-
plications, mobility issues, pressure 
ulcers, bladder and bowel dysfunc-
tions. 

What is a Complete and Incomplete Spinal Cord Injury? 

There are typically two types of lesions associated with a spinal cord injury. 
These are know as a complete spinal cord injury and an incomplete spinal cord 
injury. A complete type of injury, means a person is completely paralysed be-
low their lesion. An incomplete injury, means only part of the spinal cord is 
damaged. A person with an incomplete injury may have sensation below their 
lesion but no movement, or visa versa. There are many  types in incomplete 
spinal cord injuries, and no two are the same. 

This is an article written by an anonymous American  internet  
blogger  and we have republished due to popular request from an 
earlier newsletter 

Women  
Women—the wiser I get, the more I admire their spirit. Truly. Women, you see, 
demonstrate the capacity to gaze entirely past the lumps, bumps and bruises 

that many of us have, to the truth of our souls, and if kindness, sincerity and wit 
are at the root, they embrace us wholly. 

I’m often stuck by my male friends with disabilities who feel that their physical 
limitation inhibits them from meeting women, from finding love. However, I’ve 
reckoned that it’s not the loss of the use of one’s legs or arms or even speech 

that keeps away women or love—it’s the lack of one’s confidence to embrace a 
woman in her own way. 

Maybe I’m a sentimental fool, but I’ve found that the beauty and strength of 
women is such that if you open your arms with sincerity, accepting them uncon-

ditionally, then they are able to embrace and accept you too, all but uncon-
cerned with your physical exterior, wisely seeing past what may or may not fit 

the social norms of appearance and physical abilities. 

For guys like me, with our lumps, bumps and bruises, the unconditional love of 
a woman allows  us to be who we are—good, bad, disabled and glorious, all in 

our own skin. 

H
H

Men lack a discreet alternative to existing catheters.

• Current products are bulky, hard to carry and conceal

• Disposal is awkward as there are rarely bins in men’s toilets

• Men may not drink as much when out to avoid going to the toilet with a catheter

Contact EBOS to register for FREE samples when our new catheter arrives.

Free call 0800 265 675, email slobo @ ebos.co.nz

Would you welcome a more discreet catheter?

“ My main 
frustrations 
with catheters 
are keeping 
them discreet 
and hidden”

Jem, catheter user 

NEW
Catheter
for men

The Coloplast logo is a registered trademark of Coloplast A/S. © 2014-06 CON294. All rights reserved Coloplast A/S, 3050 Humlebaek, Denmark. 

CON294.indd   1 21/08/2014   3:26:39 PM
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NZ Boccia National Championships on 
October 3-6 at ASB Sports Centre, Kil-
bernie, Wellington. 

Wheelchair Tennis active8 Series Tour-
nament on November 8-9 at Waikato 
Tennis Centre, 30 Old Farm Road, 
Hamilton East. 

2014 Wheelchair Basketball Northern 
League results. 3 rounds were played: 

Bay of Plenty, 26 July 2014 

Auckland, 9 August 2014 

Waikato, 23 August 2014 

Waikato Senior taking the title with 
Auckland A finishing 2nd in Division 1. 
Auckland B took out Division 2 with Ta-
ranaki coming 2nd. 

Parafed Auckland members Tim Demp-
sey and Gemma Fletcher represented 
NZ and competed at the Sailing IFDS 
Worlds 2014 in Halifax, Canada at the 
end of August. 

Final results for NZ: 

SKUD 18 - 11th NZL 048 Tim Dempsey 
and Gemma Fletcher 

Sonar - 14th NZL 1 Richard Dodson, 
David Barnes and Andrew May 

2.4mR - 13th NZL 92 Brett Willcock, 
22nd NZL 1 Paul Francis 

The Kinsale Yacht Club Perpetual Tro-
phy (The Nations Cup) was won by Aus-
tralia with NZ ranked 7th. 

The Parafed Auckland Shooting Club 
hosted the Mt Eden Championships on 
17th August at it’s range in Mt Eden. 
Competitors from Parafed Waikato 

joined the Auckland Para-Shooters in a 
close competition. SH1 shooters Ronan 
Murphy, Lee Warn and Neelam O’Neill 
took the 3 top places respectively with 
Cameron Frew and Larry Faaaliga from 
Waikato in 4th and 5th place. 

In the SH2 class Michael Johnson won 
Gold with Jason Eales only 2.3 points 
behind Johnson in 2nd place. Grant 
Sharman took the bronze with George 
Peni in 4th place. George is the new 
shooter with Parafed Auckland Shooting 
and will be someone to watch. 
 
The Para-Shooters shot their matches 
and finals in the morning before the 
BBQ was flashed up for an impressive 
lunch. After lunch the Pistol shooters 
shot their match and final. All the pistol 
shooters are able-bods that are part of 
the Parafed Auckland Shooting Club, 
which pushes full inclusion of able body 
athletes along with the Para-Shooting 
teams. The competition was shot under 
ISSF and IPC rules with IPC Internation-
al Shooting Judge, Robert Berger offici-
ating as Chief Range Officer. 

Glide Freedom is a project undertaken 
by the Auckland Gliding Club to provide 
fun glider flying and glider training for 
the disabled. We are the only organisa-
tion providing gliding in NZ for the disa-
bled. Our glider has hand controls for 
the rudder fitted. This enables a disa-
bled person to fly the glider using hand 
controls instead of foot controls. 

Any disable person interested in taking a 
Trial Flight will find more information on 
the Glide Freedom website 
www.glidefreedom.co.nz Alternatively 
contact Greg Douglas directly on mobile 
027 690 1038 or phone 09 575 6300. 

Email kiwigregdouglas@xtra.co.nz 

I had my first turn at Powerchair Football 
at our Family Camp in March this 
year ...and I am hooked! 

I’ve always known about the various 
powerchair sports that members play 
but I guess I’ve been busy with small 
children and their pursuits to find time to 
play any kind of sport myself. I am still 
very much learning but can see the defi-
nite skill level from the players who have 
been around for some time. 

Powerchair football is a competitive 
team sport for people with physical disa-
bilities who use power wheelchairs. The 
game is played in a gymnasium on a 
regulation basketball court. Two teams 
of four players use power chairs to at-
tack, defend and spin kick a 13 inch 
football in an attempt to score goals’. 
APFC website. 

There are a few key rules to remember, 
number 1 being that this is supposed to 
be a ‘non contact’ sport (although there 
are occasional crashes). Apart from try-
ing to avoid hitting other players I am 
trying to get to grips with the ‘2 on 1’ rule 
which essentially means that there is 
space around the ball without everyone 
trying to get to it at once. There are oth-
er rules but I’m still learning what those 
are! 

Each wheelchair is fitted with either a 
metal or plastic guard as this protects 
the footplates (and people’s feet) if there 
is any contact. 

The Auckland team practices at the Ota-
ra Spinal Unit every fortnight alternating 
on either a Saturday or Sunday and new 
players are always welcome. 

See www.apfc.co or check out their Fa-
cebook page for more information in-
cluding a promotional video and a prac-
tice calendar. New teams are being or-
ganized for Whangarei and Hamilton. 
Email Chairperson Trevor Jenkin for 
more information 

Trevor.Jenkin@gmail.com 

Upcoming Events 

Wheelchair Basketball 

Sailing 

Parafed AKL Shooting Club 

Glide Freedom 

Powerchair Football 

30 Bairds Road, Otara, Auckland      
Postal address: PO Box 23533,    
Hunters Corner, Auckland 2155 

Phone: 09 270 2503 
office@parafedauckland.co.nz 
www.parafedauckland.co.nz 
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Jokes and Bits and Pieces 

Things Lawyers At Law Actually Said To Witnesses While In Court. 
These are from things people actually said in court, word for word, taken 
down and now published by court reporters that had the torment of stay-
ing calm while these exchanges were actually taking place 

Lawyer: What was the first thing your husband said to you 
that morning? 
Witness: He said, “ Where am I , Cathy?”  
Lawyer: And why did that upset you? 
Witness: My name is Susan! 
 
Lawyer: What gear were you in at the moment of impact? 
Witness: Guggi sweats and Reeboks 
 
Lawyer: Now Doctor, isn’t it true that when a person dies in 
his sleep , he doesn’t know about it until the next morning? 
Witness: Did you actually pass the bar exam? 
 
Lawyer: the youngest son, the twenty year old, how old is 
he? 
Witness: Uh, he’s twenty 
 
Lawyer: Were you present when your picture was taken? 
Witness: Are you kidding me? 
 
Lawyer: She had three children, right? 
Witness: Yes 
Lawyer: How many were boys? 
Witness: None 
Lawyer: Were there any girls? 
Witness: Are you kidding me? Your Honour, I think I need a 
different lawyer. Can I get a new lawyer? 
 
Lawyer: Doctor, before you performed the autopsy, did you 
check for a pulse?                   Witness: No 
Lawyer: Did you check for blood pressure Witness: No 
Lawyer: Did you check for breathing? Witness: No 
Lawyer: so, then is it possible that the patient was alive 
when you began the autopsy?   Witness: 
No 
Lawyer: How can you be so sure, Doctor? 
Witness: Because his brain was sitting on my desk in a jar. 
Lawyer: I see, but could the patient have still been alive, 
nevertheless? 



Introducing Healthcare Rehabilitation
Proud supporters of TASC
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Having a dedicated, committed team that supports you to achieve your 
potential can make all the difference.

At Healthcare Rehabilitation, our goal is to provide the best possible service that empowers people to 
maximise their independence. We specialise in injury-related support, nursing and rehabilitation services. 
During our 80 years combined experience we have learnt how to support people so they can identify what 
is important to them to achieve their potential and live life.

Healthcare Rehabilitation is about realising possibilities.

For more information abour our support:

Ph 0800 621 222 

www.heatlhcarerehab.co.nz

info@healthcarerehab.co.nz

We are an ACC provider for home and 
community support and nursing services.

Healthcare Rehabilitation is the amalgamation of 
McIsaac Healthcare, Panacea Healthcare and the 
Rehabilitation Servides of Healthcare of New Zealand.



The Molift Smart represents a completely new standard for personal lifters; it is small, light 
and foldable.  The Smart makes it easy to visit friends, travel overseas and holiday in 
places which previously have been inaccessible to people who require lifting assistance.  
When not in use the Smart lifter can be simply folded without tools in less than a minute.  
Once folded, it can be transported effortlessly by pulling it along on its rear castors or 
alternatively stored in a compact place such as a cupboard.  At only 24 kgs, it is close to 
half the weight of other lifters and can easily be lifted into a car or onto a plane.  It can be 
disassembled further if required into two pieces which weigh 9 kgs and 15 kgs respectively.  
The Smart has a 150 kg lifting capacity and includes 4-point suspension as standard.  This 
ensures the user does not feel cramped, but is positioned in an open, safe and comfortable 
position without the risk of accidentally bumping their head.

For your queries and requirements - Call TASC TODAY!!
Your one stop info shop and support centre.

TASC is a Registered Charitable Trust CC23064

RULES OF THE ASSOCIATION FOR SPINAL CONCERNS INCORPORATED
Name
The name of the Society shall be 
“The Association for Spinal Concerns 
(Incorporated)” or TASC when abbreviated.

Registered Office
The registered office of the Society shall be 
at such place as the Executive Committee 
may from time to time appoint.

Objects
The objects for which the Society is 

established are:

(a) To be a voluntary non-profit 
organization formed to advocate the 
requirements of spinal injured in all 
areas of consequence to them in their 
lives as spinal injured.

(b) To correspond with national and 
international bodies to keep the Society 
informed of up-coming services and to 

benefit from the research and resources 
available from them recognizing 
rehabilitation as an on-going process.

(c) To be an independent body specifically 
representing spinal cord injured.

(d) To ensure that before any changes in 
legislation are made the necessary 
standards of care and the specific needs 
of spinal injured are catered for due to 
the degree of their incapacity.

(e) To make sure that an optimum quality 
of life exists for spinal injured living in 
the community.

(f) To assist new spinal injured persons 
in their transition from hospital to 
community living by ensuring that they 
are well-informed of their rights and 
the services available to them.

(g) To explore avenues where necessary 
to provide emotional, psychological 
and spiritual support for those persons 
who suffer from the traumas of such a 
horrific injury as spinal injury.

(h) To undertake any work which 
may appear to the Society to be in 
accordance with the above objects 
and do such things as are incidental 
or conclusive to the attainment of the 
above objects.  All funds of the Society 
shall be applied exclusively towards 
the charitable objects, aims and 
purposes.

(i) It is to be clearly understood by the 
members and officers of TASC, that 
all its funds must be used to promote 
the above listed objects of the Society 
within NEW ZEALAND.

TASC Office
Phone: 09-270 3526 and
 09-270 3548
Email: Website: www.tasc.org.nz

TASC

info@tasc.org.nz

Hours
Mon-Friday

 
9.00am - 4.00pm

 

 

 

Location
Auckland Spinal Unit
30 Bairds Road, Otara

Mailing Address
PO Box 236 35
Hunters Corner
Manukau 2155

CONTACT DETAILS

Office Manager Anita O’Connor

President  Gavin Parish
Vice President Brendan Tourelle




